1. Introduction A. Lasota and Z.Opial proved in [93 ' fciie theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the solution of some nonlinear functional equation in the Banach space. The Lipschitz condition which is substantial in such theorems has been replaced by a more general condition formulated with help of multivalued mapping. In [8] a technique has been shown of the application of this theorem to the solution of boundary value problems in the ordinary differential equations and in the difference equations. This method is based among others upon the fact that the composition of multivalued upper semicontinuous mapping and a continuous linear operation is upper semicontinuous. In the papers [s] , [e] , [id] , [ll] , this fact is proved by means of the Plis lemma [12J .
Basic concepts of the operational calculus
This paper is an attempt to develop the method of [8] by means of the operational calculus CO(l"' ,L 0 ,S,Tpsi), satisfying the following axioms? 1 o (H^) L is a linear normed space, L is a Banach space; 1 o (H-) SsL -"L is an algebraically linear operation, o 1 T:L --L is a continuous linear operation such that SoT-idro (Hj) the operation s:L -»-KerS given by the formula aaicljI-T'S is a continuous linear operation.
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Operations S f T,s will be called derivative, integral and li--1 mit condition respectively. By L we shall denote the completion of L in the norm of this space.
The operational calculus COI(l'' ,L°,S,T,s). was introduced by R. Bittner in \_2\ and developed in [3] , [4] . One of the examples of the operational calculus satisfying the axioms (H^)--(Hj) is Under certain conditions concerning the maps f,1,P and under the assumption that the zero solution is the unique solution of problems (2) and (4) we prove for problems (1) and (3) the existence and uniqueness of the solution, the continuous dependence of the solution on the boundary value conditions, the continuous dependence of the solutions on the right-hand side of the equation. In the last paragraph some applications of the abov|e mentioned theorems in certain mo--dels of the operational calculus are given.
1.3« Fixed point theorem [9]
If E is a Banach space then nv(E) denotes the family of all non-empty subsets of E. -40 -Since the sequence {xk} is bounded, then the set U T • F(x,_) is compact by assumption (a) and therefore the k=1 K sequence iykj contains a certain convergent subsequence. Furthermore the sequence {ckj and jc^-lx^ are bounded and (dim KerS)< c,° hence they contain convergent subsequences. Therefore the set B is compact.
(ii) To prove that H is upper semicontinuous suppose that 
and thus the condition 3° holds.
Thus we have shown that the assumptions of Theorem A are satisfied. Hence the equation 
Continuous dependence of solutions on the boundary value conditions
In order to prove the continuous dependence of solutions on the boundary value conditions we first prove the following lemma.
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Since the mapping T»I is upper semicontinuous then passing to the limits in (3.3) and (3«4) we obtain v -sv6T»P(v) and lv = 0.
Therefore SveP(v) and lv = 0, where ||v|| = 1. q. e.d. In the case dim(KerS) -cx> we have the following lemma.
L -*-L satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. Then for any sequence {x^j such that inffUx^JI : n=1,2,...] >0 and Sx Q e F^x^) + y n , sx n = c n where lim c = 0, lim y = o, there exists a solution v of n-00 n-*"°° problem (4) such that ||v|| = 1.
Proof. Similary as in the proof of Lemma 2 we obtain Sx n = f(x n ), lx n = c. -49 -5» Examples boundary value problems in certain models of the operational calculus It is assumed in the proofs of Theorems 1-6 that the map P < L <, -*nv(L°) satisfied the condition (a), i.e. that the composition of multivaluied mapping P with the integral T is completely continuous* Before we formulate certain sufficient conditions for condition (a) to be satisfied we start with some definitions! Definition 1. Let E be a Banach space. The sequence 3L € B (n=1,2,...,.) is said to be weakly convergent to the element x € E if for any functional x e E the condition x(xn) -•» x(x) is satisfied. For this type of convergence the symbol x_-»-x is used. w Definition is an upper semicontinuous mapping.
Let E^ be a Banach space. A mapping G t E -»nviE^) is called weakly upper semicontinuous if for all sequences [xn"|cE and (y^c E^ with
Proof. Let {x n } c E, (y n } c E» and let x n -»x, y Q -»-y, y n €B°G(x n ) {0=1,2,...), Since, by the assumption, as Bv^ --y. Consequently y=Bv 6 B°G(x) and the k lemma is proved. Proposition 2. If G : E nv(E,|) is a completely continuous mapping and B : E^-*"E is a linear continuous mapping, then B 0 G is a completely continuous mapping.
P r o of. Since any completely continuous mapping G : E-»nv(E / ]) is a weakly completely continuous then from Lemma 5 we obtain the upper semicontinuity of the mapping B°G. Moreover, it is easy to verify that the composition B°G of any completely continuous mapping G with a linear and continuous mapping B is completely continuous, q.e.d. R e m a r k. If L° is a Banach struoture and the integral T has the following propertyi for any K-bounded set YCL° the closure of the set T(Y) is compact, then the condition given in Proposition 2 i.e. that F is completely continuous mapping may be weakened. Namely, the following lemma holds* -51 - x'(t) e G(t,x(t-r,j),...,xit-T^)) a.e. in (0,b), lxbO.
Then there exists one and only one solution of the equations x'(t) = g(t,x(t-r 1 ),...,x(t-T'] E )) t Ix = r.
Proof. We consider the following mappings Hence there is a subsequence of {^"j that converges to y almost everywhere (see [5] It is clear F(u) = (g(.,w) j weG(u)] and G is K-bounded and weakly upper semicontinuous. Moreover, we notice that G is weakly compact see proof of Proposition 4-, Hence the mapping G is K-bounded and weakly completely continuous which according to assumption (a 2 ) and Lemma 6 implies the mapping F is completely continuous. Consequently in view of Proposition 2 the mapping T° P is completely continuous» which was to be proved.
